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Abstract:  There are measure such a big amount of platforms these days, play Station, Xbox, Pc, Nintendo Switch, Android, IOS 

etc. every having their own specialties relying from what one likes. I like the laptop for many of my games as I will do such a lot 

quite simply play games. With legion games within the world so some ways to play them, there's one factor that individuals forget 

which is that the thanks to play. Illiteracy concerning vice is incredibly high these days as individuals aren't certain what to play 

and why. 

If a game is trending then one would play that game. They will not check or cross check regarding it and can merely play it. There 

square measure games for all kinds of individuals. Totally individuals would play different games and that is what it's regarding. 

Acquisition and education concerning the opt for of play. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, nearly everybody encompasses a Smartphone with them or a minimum of reception happiness to their folks just in 

case of a awfully little kid. What makes it rather more intense is that the net accessibility being very easy and low cost. The most 

recent trend in today's world is on-line vice that permits players to play with friends or completely different individuals round the 

globe. No a lot of enjoying against the pc and a lot of on-line game play is concerned. Majority of games if supporting multiplayer 

can have a web play choice, not simply on the mobile Smartphone still as on alternative platforms. 

This wasn't potential long ago thanks to not enough reach and frequency of net that's far better these days compared to long 

ago. Even technology, quality and also the aggressiveness of the most important net suppliers, diode higher rates still as better 

speed. Providing these days with the foremost cheap net information services JIO may be a good example of it [1].  

 

 

 

figure1: benefits of playing video games (oaster kim – 2017) 

First let's have a glance at the articles on the net, there square measure several of them, some similar et al. disagree. 

Everybody have their own opinion and manner of watching things. Thus let's take the primary one. Society have always criticized 

people who play video games saying they have no cultural values , but researchers have found that there is a correlation between 

academic performance and playing video games . More precisely the students who suffer with learning disabilities, can improve 

memory, attention, flexibility, speed, focus and creativity by simply playing a video game (as shown in Fig: 1 , Oaster, Kim) 
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Despite hand-wringing over a supposed affiliation between violence and video games, varied educational studies indicate that 

enjoying video games has several psychological still as physical edges [2]. 

  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.1 MARIO' IS LIKE STEROIDS FOR YOUR BRAIN 

For people who are not aware of Mario, Mario may be a fictitious character within the Mario computer game franchise, owned 

by Nintendo and created by Japanese computer game designer Shigeru Miyamoto. it absolutely was free on July fourteenth 1983. 

To better perceive however it works in such how, I mean like have an effect on the brain, the German researchers conducted a 

study that was free someday close to November seven the, 2013. The analysis was dispensed by asking twenty three adults with a 

median age of 25 to play "Super Mario 64" for half-hour every day over a amount of three months [12]. 

 

A separate management cluster didn't play video games in the least. Examining the brains of the two teams mistreatment 

associate degree MRI machine (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) may be a diagnostic procedure that uses magnetic fields and radio 

waves to provide a close image of the body's soft tissue and bones. associate degree MRI pictures the spine by employing a 

magnet that goes round the body to excite gas atoms), they found that the vice cluster had an increase in grey matter within the 

right hippocampus, right anterior cortex and also the cerebellum-areas of the brain liable for special navigation, memory 

formation, strategic coming up with, and fine motor skills within the hands. 

"While previous studies have shown variations in brain structure of video games, this study will demonstrate the direct 

causative link between video vice and a meter brain increase, "study leader Simone chemist same. "This proves that specific brain 

regions will be trained by suggests that of video games." 

Kuhn and her colleagues over that video games might probably be used as a medical care for patients with mental disorders 

that cause brain regions to shrink or be altered. Such diseases embrace schizophrenic psychosis, post-traumatic stress disorder and 

Alzheimer's disease. 

 

2.2 THE NEXT ARTICLE IS ON ANOTHER FAR-FAMED GAME, "STAR CRAFT 

'Star Craft' could cause you to Smarter 

Star Craft may be a bailiwick fiction period strategy computer game developed and printed by Blizzard recreation and free for 

Microsoft Windows on March thirty one, 1998. the sport later spawned a franchise, and is that the initial game of the Star-Craft 

series. A Classic mackintosh OS version was free in 1999, and a Nintendo sixty four adaptations co-developed with Mass Media 

was free on Gregorian calendar month thirteen, 2000. Work on the sport started shortly when War craft II : Tides of Darkness 

unleash in 1995. Star Craft deputed at the 1996 E3, wherever it absolutely was unfavorably compared to War craft II. As a result, 

the project was entirely overhauled then showcased to public in early 1997, receiving a way more positive response. 

On August 2013, British researchers found that sure video games, notably strategic games such "Star Craft", will increase 

player's brain flexibility," that the scientists represented as "a cornerstone of human intelligence." 

The study, conducted at Queen The Virgin University of London and University school London is predicated on 

psychological tests conducted before and when seventy two volunteers compete "Star Craft" or the life-simulation game "The 

Sims" for forty hours over six to eight weeks. They found that participants allotted to play "Star Craft" intimate with gains in their 

performance on psychological tests, finishing psychological feature flexibility tasks with larger speed and accuracy. 

"We ought to perceive currently what specifically regarding these games is resulting in these changes, and whether or not 

these psychological feature boosts square measure permanent or if they dwindle away over time," study scientist Brian Glass 

same in August. "Once we've that understanding, it might become potential to develop clinical interventions for symptoms 

associated with attention deficit disorder of traumatic brain injuries, as an example." 

The higher than experiment concludes that psychological edges square measure the strength of enjoying these sort of strategic 

games. they assist individuals or modify them in how, permitting them to hold out psychological feature flexibility tasks with 

larger speed and accuracy. Well, if you request from me that's an excellent advantage and profit. 

Another crazy stunning purpose declared are some things which will be onerous to accept as true with. 

 

2.3 VIDEO GAMES COULD SLOW THE AGING METHOD 

Playing brain-teasing game for simply couple of hours every week could facilitate slow the degree of metal decay related to 

the natural aging method, in line with a study this year from the University of Lowe. 

A study of 681 healthy people ages fifty and older discovered that enjoying ten hours of a specially designed computer game 

was able to stall the natural decline of various psychological feature skills by up to seven years, in some cases. 

Over 5 to eight weeks, one cluster of seniors was given computerized problem puzzles whereas 3 alternative teams compete a 

game known as "Road Tour." the sport involves matching photos of vehicles whereas memory the situation of specific road sign 

as a lot of and a lot of "distracters" seem because the player advanced. The expertise is supposed to mirror the problem older 

drivers have after they need to method info from multiple points of read at associate degree intersection. 

"Whether it is a specially factory-made game or one thing like 'World of War craft,' games square measure cognitively 

advanced and need motive and skills to play them," same mythical being All are, associate degree professor within the department 

of scientific discipline at North geographic region State University in Raleigh, WHO wasn't committed the study. "Whenever you 
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are doing something that needs motive, you are elbow grease your abilities- it's rather like if you exercise your muscles, you get 

stronger [13]. 

 

 

2.4 THEY MAY FACILITATE DYSLEXIC CHILDREN SCAN HIGHER  

A study from the University of Padova throws cold water on the concept that video games square measure dangerous for the 

brains of young youngsters. In February, the Italian researchers have given proof that enjoying fast video games will improve the 

reading skills with learning disability. 

The team separated youngsters age 7-13 into two teams, one among that compete associate degree action game known as 

"Rayman Raving Rabids" whereas the opposite compete a lower tempo game. Once the reading skills of were tested later on, 

people who compete the action game were capable of reading quicker and a lot of accurately. The authors of the study 

hypothesized that the action games helps to increase their attention spans, a talent thought-about crucial to reading. 

After reading the higher than, it's quite clear that vice will be a remedy to eradicate or improve the state of kids with learning 

disability, permitting them to scan higher. The games they compete were a fast action game, that’s quite fascinating. thus for 

quicker reading and a lot of accuracy, video games square measure the answer [14]. 

 

2.5 VIDEO GAMES WILL BE A PAIN RELIEVER 

In 2010, researchers given proof at the yank Pain Society's annual scientific meeting that video games, specifically ones with a 

stress on video game, have established effective in reducing anxiety or pain caused by medical procedures or chronic health 

problem. The study found that once individuals undergoing therapy or alternative serious treatments were immersed during a 

virtual vice world, they reported considerably less stress and concern. Additionally, those being treated for burn wounds found a 

decline in their pain ratings by rates of 35-55 %. 

Referencing the motion device technology of the Xbox Kinect or the Wii, Charles economist of the Pain Relief Centers same 

that vice permits the brain to remain busy mistreatment alternative senses rather than that specialize in pain. vice additionally 

releases endorphins within the brain, a chemical that's usually related to happiness and capable of desensitizing discomfort [11]. 

 

2.6 CALL OF DUTY' WILL IMPROVE YOUR SIGHT 

According to a University of Rochester study, shooting dangerous guys in video games will unexpectedly provide you with 

higher vision. 

In the 2009 study, skilled action gamers compete first-person shooting games like "Unreal Tournament" and 'Call of Duty" 

whereas non-experienced action gamers compete "The Sims 2." Those enjoying the picture games saw a lift in their "contrast 

sensitivity operate," or the power to tell apart delicate changes within the brightness of a picture. Thought-about one among initial 

of the visual aptitudes to diminish over time, the power to choose out  bright patches is essential to tasks like driving in the dark. 

The study's authors believe that the method of locating and aiming at enemies exercised gamers' eyes. And with dangerous 

guys erratically stoning up, the shooting games additionally helped players learn to investigate optical information on the fly. The 

researchers believe their study shows the potential of video games notably action games- to function associate degree aid within 

the manner we tend to correct dangerous sight [15]. 

 

2.7 VIDEO GAMES WILL BE AS EFFECTIVE AS ONE-ON-ONE DIRECTION  

While video games square measure usually damned as a explanation for psychopathy, studies have shown that they will even 

be a cure. 

In 2012 researchers in New Seeland created a unique thanks to treat depressed teenagers with "SPARX," a computer game 

designed to grant medical care to during a manner that was a lot of fun and active than ancient direction. The descriptor stands for 

'smart, positive, active, realistic and x-factor thoughts," methods that are ordinarily accustomed battle depression. 

 

2.8 SOME BENEFITS BEYOND SCOPE 

In a quite completely different variety of study, David Moffat and his colleagues (2017) assessed the immediate impact of 

computer game play on creative thinking.  They assessed young adults for ability, victimization the Torrance Tests, before and 

right once half-hour of enjoying a game. the sport used, for various teams, was Serious SAM (a shooter game), Portal-2 (a 

problem-solving game), or Minecraft (a sandbox game involving building and destroying regardless of the player wishes).  The 

result, overall, was an oversized, vital gain in ability, particularly in this side of ability spoken as flexibility.  The gain occurred 

for all 3 kinds of laptop games, however was greatest for Portal-2.  This study shows that even a brief amount of video gambling 

will place one, a minimum of quickly, into a extremely artistic frame of mind.  This finding is kind of the same as findings in 

previous analysis that different types of play may also boost creative thinking.  
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2.8 MOTIVATIONAL PROFIT 

Video games ar structured in such the simplest way that the amount of problem will be ceaselessly accumulated, thus players 

ar challenged to resolve ever harder issues.  A general lesson from video games, reported by several gamers themselves, is that 

persistence pays off.  If you retain making an attempt, victimization varied methods, you'll eventually achieve meeting your goal 

among the sport.  On the idea of this, Matthew Ventura and his colleagues (2013) hypothesized that gamers would be a lot of 

persistent—less doubtless to grant up early—in determination tough issues than would non-gamers.  They after confirmed this 

hypothesis in AN experiment with school students.  They found that people who contend video games several hours per week 

persisted considerably longer at making an attempt to resolve terribly tough anagrams and riddles than did people who contend 

video games less or not the least bit. This gain in persistence could facilitate justify the positive correlations between video 

gambling and college grades, noted earlier. 

 

2.9. OBJECTIVES 

 To study the benefits of gaming. 

 To find if video games improve cognitive skills.  

 

2.10 HYPOTHESIS   

The hypotheses for this study are: 

 Gaming improves the cognitive abilities of the players, (Problem solving, Decision making , concentration).  

 Gaming is only a source of entertainment.   

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research method is basically selected based on the nature of study and work. In this study the research methodology used is 

descriptive research and survey method has been adopted. The techniques used for data collection are questionnaire and 

interviews. This study is based on survey method which was conducted using a structured questionnaire which was circulated 

among a sample size of 100 people of under 18 and up to 60 years of age in Bombay, Andheri regions. Interviews and IGN 

podcasts helped a lot TED talks were available too. Total 100 people filled up the questionnaire and hence the response rate 

100%. The data collected was analysed, classified and tabulated by applying statistical methods. 

With millions and legion individuals enjoying video games these days, majority of them on their good phones because it is 

kind of handy, mobile and turn out the foremost time crushing habit-forming games that employment as a stress buster for a few, 

time killer for several. it's even a social area for teens as sure games have access to Face book and square measure on-line game 

play solely [10]. 

Games of a spread of factor, obtainable for gratis, some paid or with in-app purchases for mobile. For family, kids, adults, 

knowledge, brain coaching and what not. Games square measure principally the foremost fun thanks to learn new things and even 

study, it that subject or space of interest matches yours. Currently that we tend to square measure finished the introduction, allow 

us to advance to subsequent one [10]. 

In 2010, researchers have given proof at the yank Pain Society's annual scientific meeting that video games, specifically ones 

with a stress on video game, have proved effective in reducing anxiety or pain caused by medical procedures or chronic 

unhealthiness. The study found that once individuals undergoing therapy or different serious treatments were immersed during a 

virtual recreation world, they according considerably less stress and concern. Additionally, those being treated for burn wounds 

found a decline in their pain ratings by rates of 30 to 55 % [11]. 

 

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDING 

 

figure 2: age group 
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The above chart shows the age group of people playing video games. It can be seen that 40% of the people are below the age 

of 18 while 29% are between the age group of 18-35 and 21% are in the group of 36-49. Only 10% people who are above 50 are 

interested in playing video games. It can thus be seen that the video games are a main source of attraction to the young generation. 

 

 
 

figure.3: reported frequency of play 

The above question was put forth to know the frequency of video games played and it can be seen that 50% people played it 

weekly while 30% people played it half yearly. 20% people played it once in a month while 10% played it daily. 

 

 

 
figure. 4: reason for playing game 

 

 

The above graph shows various reasons for playing the video games and 80% can be seen as a stress buster while 50% people 

have put forth that it keeps the mind active and kills boredom. 27% people also have expressed that it improves the multi-tasking 

ability while 10% have explained that due to increase problems in work they find it as a relaxing method. 8% have expressed that 

it is used to overcome failure while 5% people say that they play the video games only due to their love for gaming.  

 

 
 

 

figure 5: benefits for games 
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The above graph shows the benefits of playing games which have been expressed by the users and majority of them have 

expressed it as fun and making time pass (Tilak & Jadhav, 2019). Few of them use it for learning while few have explained they 

gain technical experience while playing video games [8][4]. 

 

                               
 

figure 6(a) : agents and respondent        figure 6(b): agents and respondent 

 

figure 6: troyer, o. d. and gutierrez, e o. c. 

 

 

Here (as shown in Fig. 6(A) ) Game responds with some specific age group like child and Parent for making time-pass or just 

as fun and (as shown in Fig. 6(B))  after some time (in aground 5-7 years ) the bonding of that age group and it extends with same 

age. 

Contrary to the standard belief that vice is simply associate degree habit-forming supply of recreation and diversion, recent 

analysis has well-tried that vice has varied edges and key among them, is that the development of psychological feature skills in 

each youngsters and adults. even as physical exertion helps in up and strengthening your muscles, psychological feature games 

facilitate to indulge one's brain in constant stimulation, therefore up the brain's performance. the subsequent square measure a 

number of the psychological feature edges of enjoying video games [6]. 

This seems to be a drag for them as whenever the mum isn't around and their phones lying idle, they'd grab it and begin 

enjoying. Yes, there square measure locks and every one different security too. once the child play's an excessive amount of it and 

is incredibly much into it, that is once it becomes a drag. The foremost major issue that considerations particularly mothers is 

that," do not play an excessive amount of, your eyes can get spoilt". This is often the terribly known statement created by such a 

lot of ladies to their youngsters. Not simply that, repeatedly there square measure statements like study and stop wasting it slow 

on this stupid games, do one thing productive. for therefore many of us video games square measure senseless and not in the 

slightest degree helpful. As per their understanding, video games square measure nothing however a dangerous issue for his or her 

youngsters, and it'd be higher for them to be off from it the maximum amount as potential. For them it’s simply eaten, sleep, study 

and repeat. they have to grasp that a child should play, not simply physically however even mentally that is feasible through video 

games. There square measure such a lot of genres to decide on from, affirmative not all of them might support of influence 

learning, several of them aren't even acceptable for the age. 5+, 8+, 12+ and it goes on. several of them square measure 

powerfully dedicated to learning et al might have some half or nothing in the slightest degree associated with that. many another 

times even games that aren't dedicated to learning in the slightest degree will teach you one thing. Yes, it's quite potential. to not 

forget that several of them might not be of the suitable age and may flip the incorrect approach around, resulting in the kid 

learning one thing unhealthy. There square measure such a lot of ways that video games will facilitate youngsters to be told and 

that i can make a case for them additional ahead. 

 

In a recent article in Psychological Bulletin, Benoit Bediou and his colleagues (2018) reviewed all of the recent analysis 

(published since 2000) they might realize regarding the psychological feature effects of enjoying action video games. They found 

eighty nine reciprocality studies, that connected the common range of hours per week of action video games to at least one or a lot 

of measures of psychological feature ability, and twenty two intervention studies (true experiments), within which non-gamers 

were asked to play action video games for a mere range of hours per week, for a mere range of weeks, and were compared with 

different non-gamers on degree of improvement over that point on one or a lot of psychological feature tests.  Their analysis of 

the reciprocality studies discovered, overall, robust positive relationships between quantity of your time gambling and high scores 

on tests of perception, top-down attention, spatial  psychological feature, multitasking, and psychological feature flexibility 

(ability to modify methods quickly once previous ones methods don’t work).  Their analysis of the intervention information 

indicated that even simply ten to thirty hours of video play, over the length of AN experiment, considerably improved 

performance on tests of perception, attention, spatial psychological feature, and psychological feature flexibility. 
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Of course, different types of video games exercise completely different forms of mental skills.  In distinction to fast action 

games, strategy role-playing and puzzle games exercise problem-solving skills of a  lot of reflective nature [7]. 

There were two hypotheses in total out of that ordinal one isn't true and is fake. Individuals once asked if Janus-faced 

psychological feature talents rise were solely 100 percent compared to the one's that aforementioned it absolutely was solely a 

supply of amusement. 

That supply of amusement half makes it clear that the hypothesis, vice solely a supply of amusement is true. 

People even would like to have vice as a living, they are doing play several competitions likewise. In city and urban center 

primarily there area unit such competitions. There’s an increase in Esports and currently even it airs on SONY ESPN. 

Gaming is helpful and forces individuals to assume and strategize as several games cannot be vie while not that. 

Super cell, large Smartphone vice company, came up with Clash of Clans and Clash Royale wherever one should use some 

strategy to beat the opponent. 

 
 
VI. CONCLUSION 

Most computer game analysis has been conducted with teenagers or young adults as participants; however one large-scale 

study conducted by Columbia University’s postman college of psychological state examined correlates of video gambling in kids 

ages six to eleven. During this survey, 3195 kids and their folks calculable the common range of hours per week that the 

youngsters contend video games, and fogeys and academics stuffed out questionnaires relating to every child’s intellectual, social, 

and emotional functioning. The first finding was that people who contend video games for five hours per week or a lot of proved 

considerably higher intellectual functioning, higher educational action, higher peer relationships, and fewer psychological state 

difficulties than people who contend such games less or not the least bit. 
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